In boxes on shelves:

- Realia S-01 Wasp’s nest
- Realia S-02 Coffee beans from Jamaica
- Realia S-03 Marble
- Realia S-04 Child’s teeth
- Realia S-05 Lava from western United States
- Realia S-07 Milkweed pods
- Realia S-08 Petrified wood from Colorado
- Realia S-09 Buckeyes
- Realia S-10 Wool from Scotland
- Realia S-11 Sponge from Florida
- Realia S-12 Cotton bolls
- Realia S-13 Silkworm cocoons
- Realia S-14 Redwood from California
- Realia S-15 Porcupine quills
- Realia S-16 Petrified wood
- Realia S-18 Fossils
- Realia S-19 Conch shell
- Realia S-20 Starfish from Florida Keys
- Realia S-21 Sand dollar from Florida Keys
- Realia S-22 Water pitchers and oil lamp replicas (Israel)
- Realia S-23 Smooth rocks from Lake Superior’s shoreline
- Realia S-24 Fossils
- Realia S-25 Cocoons
- Realia S-26 Silk cocoon from Japan
- Realia S-27 Silk cocoons from Japan
- Realia S-28 Pumice
- Realia S-29 Left-handed whelk
- Realia S-30 Chalk (Rock)
- Realia S-31 Snake skin
- Realia S-32 Wasp’s nest
- Realia S-33 Rocks and minerals
- Realia S-34 Spanish moss (Epiphyte)
- Realia S-37 Arizona petrified wood
- Realia S-38 Rocks from Arizona
- Realia S-39 Robin’s nest
- Realia S-41 Rocks from Israel
- Realia S-42 Potsherds from Israel
- Realia S-43 Rocks from Dead Sea
- Realia S-49 Copper ore
- Realia S-51 Olive wood camels
- Realia S-53 Peacock feathers
- Realia S-55 Rocks and minerals

In hanging bags:

- Realia H-01 Wooden shoes
- Realia H-02 Chinese chopsticks
- Realia H-03 Money from Israel
- Realia H-04 Mica
- Realia H-06 Tree rings
- Realia H-07 Deer antlers
- Realia H-08 Deer hooves
- Realia H-09 Money from Israel
- Realia H-10 Ancient Chinese coins